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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The dealer was great but
due to errors in the description of the car, it did not meet my needs. Yas was most helpful and
accommodating in providing information. Unfortunately the color of the vehicle just wasn't to
my liking. Provided 6 month warranty on a car during negotiations but after sealing the deal
they decided I had to pay to get the warranty. AJ is very professional and knowledgeable. He
was very thorough in explaining the workings of the car. A sales representative called me back
and we discussed my requirements. Very happy with the response. Great service. Excellent
Could not have been better. Did short test drive. Sales rep. Mark Wilkins was exceptional in all
aspects of the experience. Just wish the car had a Cappuccino interior as I am not a fan of Black
interiors. Great experience. Helpful staff. Emailed them, they would not give me the information I
wanted to know about the vehicle. Sales agent only tried over and over again to get me on the
phone. Dave was very helpful and ensured we received prompt service. Once we agreed to
purchase the vehicle, an insurance provider showed up and we had insurance for the vehicle
right away. The whole process from arriving at the dealership, to driving away with the vehicle,
was roughly two hours. I recieved a response to my query immediately. They were right to the
point and no pressure. I have had good communication with Alexis but no decision reached
with the corona virus going on right now. Lyle Kleckner answered my curiosity with confidence
and professionalism and he made the Sorrento our choice. Scott and Marcus tailored the boxes
to our story. It was a comfortable and easy transaction. They keep the good cars listed on Car
Guru, that are actually sold, to attract the customer to their dealership, so that they can sell their
unsold bad stuff. Recently many other dealers are doing the same and customers are losing
their trust. To deal with that issue I always ask them to send the CarFax report by e mail so that I
do not waist my trip. When i asked for CarFax two days later I was called and told it was sold
and asked to come to dealership to see other inventory. Due to distance was not able to see
vehicle quickly so shopped nearer home and found one. Agent was polite and helpful. Good but
restricted in scope. As the automotive industry sector they had failed to develop a process to
enable a remotely located buyer test drive and hence buy a vehicle during the pandemic. They
had no timely low cost inter-dealer vehicle transfer process in place. They failed to meet one of
Amazons prime capabilities. After much searching, we finally found our new rav4 here at
Mainland. They had a video and the carfax emailed to me, which saved me time and money
shopping, very professional and organized and helpful. Will definitely go there again and will
send friends there as well. Dealer responded promptly , listing did not originally have many
photos,, turned out the vehicle was not what I was looking for,. Time to upgrade. The dealer put
wrong mileage on Cargurus. With high mileage and advertised price is beyond my budget.
Raymond was very helpful and his prompt responses showed his commit to our needs. Thanks
Raymond! Although originally conceived as a two-seat roadster, the Ford Mustang debuted as a
four-seat sport coupe in April It instantly helped define a new class of automobiles known as
"pony cars," which featured long hoods, short rear decks, and sport-oriented features. After
making its initial appearance at the New York World's Fair, the Mustang had a memorable
cameo in the James Bond movie "Goldfinger," which helped establish its reputation as an
iconic vehicle. Within 18 months of its introduction, Ford sold more than 1 million Mustangs,
attesting to the vehicle's instant popularity. During its nearly year history, the Mustang has
appeared in a number of iterations. After running with the muscle cars in the s, the Mustang
took on a more sedate, fuel-efficient Mustang II identity with the second generation in Some of
the sporty feel returned for the third and fourth generations through the s and '90s, but it wasn't
until the fifth generation debuted in that the Mustang returned to its pony car roots, with its
shark-like front grille, hunky though noticeably more fuel-efficient powerplants, and fastback
exterior design that echoed the original Mustang of the s. For , the Mustang excels in
performance and fuel efficiency, thanks to a new all-aluminum 3. The new V6's horsepower
nearly matches the output of the previous year's V8 coming up short by only 10 hp , while
greatly improving on the fuel efficiency of previous powerplants. For owners who still have a
soft spot in their hearts for a big V8, Ford also offers a new 5. Ford also updated the Mustang's
steering and suspension for for optimal handling and ride. The improvements for only make a
great car even better, according to reviewers, who rank the Mustang at the top of its automotive
segment. While the Chevy Camaro, Dodge Challenger, and Dodge Charger continue to
challenge the Mustang, the original pony car sets the standard for domestic sports cars.
Reviewers rave about the new V6, noting its throaty growl and class-leading fuel economy, but
many love the performance provided by the big V8 even more. It's all good news for buyers,
they note, who can't go wrong with either choice. The Mustang's current fifth generation dates
back to , but recent updates in which included exterior updates and new powerplants indicate a
next-generation Mustang might be several years in the future. This isn't surprising, since
Mustang generations typically stretch for about a decade, give or take a year or so. Still, look for

new tweaks and trims in the upcoming years, including new Boss and Boss Laguna Seca trims
for They'll both come equipped with a Hi-Po 4V Ti-VCT V8 engine generating hp, and will feature
unique exterior and interior features, including a front air splitter, a rear interior stabilizer brace,
a three-gauge add-on instrument panel, and race-compound tires for the Laguna Seca trim. Ford
combined innovation with common sense when creating the Mustang. Major elements of the
Mustang's chassis, suspension, drivetrain, instrument cluster, and interior, for instance, were
borrowed from the Ford Falcon and Ford Fairlane. But chrome wrap-around bumpers and a
chrome grille emblazoned with the galloping Mustang logo helped make the car unique. The
first-generation Mustang went on sale in showrooms in April and sold more than 22, units on its
first day of sale, making it the fastest-selling vehicle in automotive history. Power came from a
choice of engines. The Mustang was initially powered by a hp, cubic-inch six-cylinder, which
came standard and mated to a floor-mounted three-speed manual shifter with an H gate. Owners
could also opt for a hp, cubic-inch V8 or a hp, cubic-inch V8. Available transmissions also
included a four-speed manual and a three-speed automatic. Although the rear-wheel-drive
Mustang was initially available as either a hardtop coupe or two-door convertible, Ford soon
added a fastback trim. The early trims were outfitted with full carpeting, bucket seats, and a
sports steering wheel, and offered a wide range of options, so buyers could customize their
vehicles. For instance, inch wheels were standard, but owners could upgrade to optional or inch
wheels. Owners could also choose from five different wheel cover options. Within a few months
of introduction, Ford upgraded the Mustang's powerplants, replacing the entry-level V6 with a
hp, cubic-inch V6, and increasing horsepower for the low-end V8 to The automaker also added a
number of new options for the trims, including an interior package with special seat covers with
the Mustang logo, a unique instrument panel, a woodgrain steering wheel, and woodgrain
applique on the console and dash. Ford also added a GT package for all trims. Features
included a beefed-up suspension, tighter steering, a sport-oriented instrument panel, and dual
exhaust pipes. Ford made a few cosmetic changes to the Mustang in and gave the pony car a
more extensive refresh in , which included a slightly longer body by 2. Outside, the '67 Mustang
received a new grille, redesigned side scoops, larger taillights, and a restyled fastback. Inside,
new features included a tilt-away steering wheel and an overhead console. In , the Mustang
again grew longer by 3. Ford also introduced the Mach 1 and Boss body styles, which replaced
the GT. The Mustang sat on a larger chassis designed to accommodate big V8 engines, like the
new Features of the Mach 1 included a fastback Sports Roof and a matte-black hood. By the
early s, muscle cars were becoming outdated, and Japanese imports were beginning to flow
into the country, prompting Ford which was being run by Iacocca at this point to remake the
Mustang as a smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicle. When the second-generation Mustang
debuted in , it was so different from the original version that the automaker dubbed it the
Mustang II. Based on the rear-wheel-drive Ford Pinto platform, the Mustang II was about the size
of the original Mustang, though heavier, which affected its performance. Available as a two-door
coupe or a three-door hatchback, the Mustang II did away with the big V8s of the previous
generation, and instead was powered by a hp, 2. In designing the car, Ford tried to give it an
upscale, luxury feel, but the car failed to catch on with buyers, although the oil crisis of and '74
helped drive its sales. In an effort to pump up the power, Ford introduced a new hp, 5. The
second generation turned out to be the Mustang's shortest, a testament to the fact that Ford
wanted to sweep it under the carpet as quickly as possible. The third-generation Mustang
debuted in , and would remain in showrooms until , in part because a planned front-wheel-drive
version, set to debut in , was instead spun off as the Ford Probe, while the Mustang remained a
rear-wheel-drive vehicle. Doing away with the European-inspired design of the second
generation, the third-generation Mustang moved back toward the sporty side, with a tapered
hood, squarish headlights, and a fastback roofline. The new Mustang sat on a larger Fox
platform borrowed from the Ford Fairmont, and although it accommodated four passengers, the
rear seat was tight for adults. Two-door coupe and hatchback trims were initially available,
although Ford added a convertible in Power was provided by a variety of engines, ranging from
a 2. In , Ford replaced the big V8 with a more economical cubic-inch V8, which some owners
found underwhelming. Through the s and into the s, Ford made numerous updates to the
Mustang. Given the long self life of the third generation, the fourth-generation Mustang was a
breath of fresh air when it appeared in , displaying an even sportier, more muscular exterior
design. Still sitting on a rear-wheel-drive platform, though this one was dubbed the Fox-4, the
Mustang began to reclaim some of its original glory. The Mustang also returned to its original
body styles, the coupe and convertible, as the hatchback disappeared from the lineup after a
run of more than 20 years. Power came from a hp, 3. It was replaced by a more efficient 4. Also
in '96, Ford bumped up horsepower for the base V6 to hp. In , Ford introduced a couple of new
powerplants, including a hp, 3. A Bullitt special-edition Mustang appeared in to commemorate

its appearance in the Steve McQueen movie , a Mach 1 trim was available in and '04, and a new
Cobra trim, with a hp V8, was offered in and ' When the fifth generation debuted in , the Mustang
had come full circle, returning to its styling roots. The car's exterior design proportions, as well
as its iconic front end and grille, borrow extensively from the original Mustang. However, under
the skin it was a completely different car. Sitting on a new D2C platform, it was initially powered
by a hp, 4. The fifth-generation Mustang stretches 6 inches longer than the previous generation,
resulting in more interior space. However, the new Mustang displays the long hood, short deck,
and muscular stance reminiscent of the first generation, while side scoops and the shark-like
nose bring familiar styling cues into the present. Ford also offers a number of ways for owners
to customize their vehicles, including three design schemes and a color-configurable
instrument panel, which recall the customization options of the original vehicle. When it comes
to used versions of the Mustang, the choices are fairly black and white. The original Mustang,
as well as the recent fifth generation, which draws numerous styling cues from the first
generation, remain the favorites with most buyers, including a large following of enthusiasts
who live and breathe all things Mustang. First-generation Mustangs, as well as unique trims
from the s including the Shelby Mustangs, remain highly coveted by collectors in particular.
Current-generation Mustangs make good buys. Some owners have found the base V6
powerplant a little underwhelming, so buyers who value performance should opt for
V8-powered trims. However, the recent V6 powerplants provide very good fuel economy for
buyers who want a common-sense muscle car. Certain trims built after came equipped with
optional navigation and satellite radio, and all Mustangs built after have seats created with
plastics and foam made from soybeans. Fourth-generation Mustangs, built from '94 to '04, also
make good options for prospective buyers. These versions retain some of the original Mustang
muscle and mystique, and deliver good performance, especially trims equipped with V8
powerplants. However, some owners found fault with the handling and interiors of the fourth
generation. A number of reviewers point to the Cobras of '99 and '00, as well as GTs of any year
in the fourth generation, as good choices, although they can be difficult to find. Earlier
generations of the Mustang will appeal mostly to the budget-minded, although even the
Mustang II has built a network of aficionados who value the car for its uniqueness and
collectible appeal. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our
filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km
km km Nationwide. Ford Mustang. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Request Information. Read more. Ford is in
the midst of a revolutionary transformation away from cars, toward trucks and SUVs, and away
from internal combustion engines and toward electrification. The Ford Mustang burns gasolin.
Every once in a while, an automotive icon comes along that changes not just the car industry,
but multiple industries. Not just the Beetle, but He. It is a direct reference to the Ford Mustang
and the American 2-door sports coupe segment it has dominated since Today, the Mustang is
less rudimentary and m. Brown Bros. Ford Lincoln. Metro Motors. Ford Mustang Reviews
Review. My Mustang convertible looks like and drive like new. I keeping looking at it an thinking
it just came off the production line. Miss the TV like displays of the dashboard and thats about
it. Good condition. Runs well. Good value. It would be better if it had a little more headroom.
Convertible top in good condition. This mustang is loaded with features. I got a great deal on a
The 2. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Vancouver BC. Ford dealers in Richmond BC. Ford
dealers in Burnaby BC. Ford dealers in Delta BC. Ford dealers in Coquitlam BC. Ford dealers in
Surrey BC. Ford dealers in Langley BC. Ford dealers in Nanaimo BC. Ford dealers in Abbotsford
BC. I still see people asking this very vague question in the communities. Truth is, no one can
really answer that question. The camshaft is like the mechanical brains of your 5. I recommend
you speak to an engine builder or camshaft manufacturer for what would work best for your
Mustang. A serious consultation is well worth your time and money. Lift essentially means how
much you can open the valves. More lift means you risk slapping pistons with valves and
having to change your valve springs. A stock piston 5. Keep in mind that anything over. Lifts
beyond. Upgraded springs will be an absolute necessity. The time it takes to open this valve is
measured in degrees of duration. This will affect your torque curve and where it happens in the
RPM range. Low duration opens the intake valve later and closes it sooner. High duration
causes the intake valve to open early and close later. Moving your peak torque higher and
increasing power. A smaller LSA like compared to the stock will give that lumpy rough idle

sound a lot of us look for or appreciate in exhaust tone. It will also increase maximum torque
also moving it lower, more valve-overlap and decreases Piston-to-Valve clearance. A higher
number, like the stock one, will reduce maximum torque but move it higher, softens the idle and
improves overall drivability and increase Piston-to-Valve clearance. The opposite is true for a
naturally aspirated engine. Cam selection is more complicated than simply trying to fit the
highest lift and most lumpy sounding one in your 5. Thanks for the informationâ€¦ so no B in my
stock 5. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. A basic Understanding The stock 5. In Conclusion Cam
selection is more complicated than simply trying to fit the highest lift and most lumpy sounding
one in your 5. You may also like. April 11, March 25, September 20, There is 1 comment 1
comment. Kevin February 25, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. The cubic inch engine was introduced in to the Mustang. Although it is a derivative
of the mustang, some parts are not interchangeable. In fact the block of a cannot be used
without some machining. Since the crankshaft is larger, it requires a notched out section in the
engine sidewall to allow the connecting rod end bolts to pass. If you are unsure of the parts you
are using to build an engine, check tolerances carefully. Both are built well and will run forever
if you treat them right. I have put well over , miles on a with minor problems and good
maintenance. I have also owned a , and , CID engine. They all pull strong and have lasted. Good
maintenance as with everything is the key. All engines with the exception of the Tunnel Port and
the Boss have 2 bolt mains. The Tunnel port has 4 bolt mains and the Boss has 4 bolt mains
and is cross bolted as well. Of all the engines, only the Boss had solid adjustable lifters all
others had hydraulic lifters. On the distributor side of the equation, the Boss utilized a dual
point, vacuum advance distributor with RPM limits of 5,, in and 6,, in However, for reasons
unknown to consumers an anemic was offered again in through In , it was stopped and came
back in with the moniker of 5. I will attempt to provide information on the birth, evolution,
disappearance, resurrection and final death of the 5. Very few other engines have had a life
span of about 30 years. This is a testament of the quality and performance of this engine. This
also explains why there is a great abundance of aftermarket parts available at very reasonable
prices. The had a late Ford blue engine block color and late Ford blue valve covers. The 5. Some
later 5. All torque specifications provided in this table are those recommended by FORD. If you
use special bolts, follow the torque specifications provided by the manufacturer. I recommend
that you use the 3 step torque technique where you torque down the bolts in three equal steps.
Once you have reached the maximum recommended torque setting, go around one more time.
Do not torque in a circular pattern. Always torque cross to cross. Share Tweet. Third Gen
Mustang. See all results. Weekly Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and
events each week. Cool Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. This site uses cookies: Find out
more. Okay, thanks. Cylinder compression pressure. ASF42C set to 0. Cylinder head warp limit.
Radiator cap pressure. Valve stem to rocker arm clearance non-HO. Valve stem to rocker arm
clearance â€” HO. Valve stem to rocker arm clearance non-HO allowable. Valve stem to rocker
arm clearance â€” HO allowable. Timing chain deflection. Distributor Rotation Counter
Clockwise. Counter Clockwise. Cylinder head bolts except flanged. Cylinder head bolts flanged
bolts. Upper Intake manifold bolts. Intake manifold to block bolts. Oil filter to insert engine
block. Exhaust manifold bolts non- Cobra. Exhaust manifold bolts Cobra. Rocker arm fulcrum
bolts. Oil pan to engine block bolts small bolts. Oil pan to engine block bolts large bolts. Oil pan
to engine block bolts Oil pickup tube to main bearing cap nut. Oil pump mounting bolts.
Crankshaft sprocket bolt. Crankshaft pulley crank bolt. Camshaft retaining plate bolt. Main
bearing cap b olts. Connecting rod cap nuts. Timing chain cover bolts. Water pump bolts.
Thermostat housing bolts to Shift lefer attaching bolts. Auto transmission pan bolts A4LD. Auto
transmission pan bolts AOD. Engine mount to block bolts. Carb to intake 2V. Carb to intake C
4V. Oil pan drain plug. Pedal support brake bracket. Spark plugs â€” Spark plugs 7 up.
Bellhousing to engine bolts. Pressure plate to flywheel. Driveshaft flange. Minimum valve
margin width. Intake stem diameter Standard. Intake stem diameter â€” 0. Exhaust stem
diameter â€” standard. Exhaust stem diameter â€” 0. Exhaust valve stem to guide clearance std.
Exhaust valve stem to guide clearance-limit. Valve spring pressure â€” intake , valve open.
Valve spring pressure â€” intake , valve closed. Valve spring pressure â€” intake , non-HO valve
open. Valve spring pressure â€” intake , HO valve open. Valve spring pressure â€” intake , ALL
valve closed. Valve spring pressure â€” intake â€” valve open-non HO. Valve spring pressure
â€” intake â€” valve open- HO. Valve spring pressure â€” intake â€” valve closed, non-HO. Valve
spring pressure â€” intake , valve closed, HO. Valve spring pressure â€” intake and up valve
open. Valve spring pressure â€” intake and up valve closed. Valve spring pressure â€” exhaust ,
valve open. Valve spring pressure â€” exhaust , valve closed. Valve spring pressure â€”
exhaust non-HO valve open. Valve spring pressure â€” exhaust HO valve open. Valve spring

pressure â€” exhaust , non-HO valve closed. Valve spring pressure â€” exhaust â€” valve
closed- HO. Valve spring pressure â€” exhaust and up valve open. Valve spring pressure â€”
exhaust and up valve closed. Valve spring pressure service limit. Installed height intake â€” non
HO. Installed height intake â€” HO. Installed height intake and up. Installed height exhaust â€”
non HO. Installed height exhaust â€” HO. Installed height exhaust and up. Valve lifter diameter
standard. Lifter bore clearance. Connecting rod journal diameter. Connecting rod Bearing oil
clearance desired. Connecting rod Bearing oil clearance allowed. Connecting rod side clearance
std. Connecting rod side clearance allowed. Main Bearing journal diameter. Main Bearing
journal taper limit. Main Bearing journal runout â€” Standard. Main Bearing journal runout â€”
limit. Main bearing oil clearance 1 journal. Main bearing oil clearance all other journals. Main
bearing oil clearance 1 journal, allowable. Main bearing oil clearance all other journals,
allowable. Main bearing oil clearance and up desired. Main bearing oil clearance and up,
allowable. Crankshaft endplay â€” Standard. Crankshaft endplay service limit. Cylinder bore
diameter â€” Cylinder bore diameter â€” up. Cylinder bore out-of-round limit. Cylinder bore
taper limit. Pistons diameter, â€” , code red. Pistons diameter, and up, code red. Pistons
diameter, â€” , code blue. Pistons diameter, to , non-HO code blue. Pistons diameter, HO code
blue. Pistons diameter, â€” , code yellow. Pistons diameter, to , non-HO code yellow. Pistons
diameter, HO code yellow. Piston diameter 0. Piston to bore clearance limit, Piston ring end gap,
compression rings, Piston ring end gap, oil ring Piston ring end gap, compression rings, HO top
ring. Piston ring end gap, compression rings, HO second ring. Piston ring end gap, oil ring HO.
Piston ring side clearance, compression rings -Standard. Piston ring side clearance service
limit. Piston ring side clearance oil ring. Minor refinements grace the Mustang models for the
year Convertibles get a tighter boot for their automatic tops, while new star-shaped inch wheels
are optional on both GT and LX Mustangs. The 4-cylinder engine is updated with electronic
ignition, and horsepower jumps from 88 to bhp. This is getting boring to say but there are really
no major changes to the Mustang again this year. Increases in pricing, a few choices in wheels
and trim. Floor mats and a cargo tie down option. Blah, blah blah. About the most exciting
change was that the entry-level Mustangs received some much needed engine improvements
for The 2. The big reason to make the improvements was more for emission reduction than
getting more power, but hey we will take it. Other changes in included new five-spoke inch cast
aluminum wheels that replaced the 15 inch wheels of previous years for all the V8 powered cars.
Convertible cars now had a power top that folded closer to the body for a neater appearance,
and automatic-transmission cars met yet another new federal edict by adding an interlock that
required pushing the brake pedal before the shifter would move out of Park. GTs retained the
unidirectional Goodyears in that same size but offered the Michelins as a no-cost alternative.
The Mustang GT received the same new 5 spoke, 16 inch, aluminum wheels as the 5. The GT
like the LX convertible also received the new convertible top. Specific for the GT was the GT
carryover items such as solid grille with center mounted Ford emblem; front, side and rear
aerodynamic body skirts with integrated fog lamps; and hp, 5. Learn more about the Ford
Mustang GT. For context, this was the first time ever that the Mustang failed to sell more than ,
units in a year. The base prices kept going up despite no changes to the cars in For more
detailed options and pricing, please check out our pricing and options research. A total of 13
colors were available for the Mustang model year. The colors were darker and less bright versus
the s. Lots of blue and black hues as well as dark reds in For detailed colors, color palettes,
codes and interior colors please check out our in depth colors information post. The engine
options were unchanged for but there were some needed updates to the core engines
themselves. The 4-cylinder engine was updated with electronic ignition, and horsepower
jumped from 88 to bhp. The hard-charging 5. V8 was still a nice horsepower and poun
2001 ford focus zts owners manual
1997 mazda millenia
jeep patriot cargurus
d-feet respectively. For more information on engines for , you can find the information here.
Below is the performance data for the Mustangs that we could find. We have seen some sites
states different times but since the GT was unchanged from prior years it makes no sense that
the performance numbers changed. The Mustang was still a competitive performer given its
price. Below we have included mph times, mph times as well as quarter mile times and top
speed where available. We managed to find some great video reviews of the Mustang so
definitely check those out. We also have a picture Ford Mustang Picture Gallery and photos of
real Mustangs in each color that was available. Share Tweet. Third Gen Mustang. See all results.
Weekly Mustang News Get the latest Mustang news, rumors, deals and events each week. Cool
Mustang stuff. No crap, we promise. Please confirm deletion. There is no undo! Cancel Delete.
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